**Natural History of the Horseshoe Crab, Limulus polyphemus**
**Horseshoe Crab Tagging on Beach at Harbor Island**

**Coastal Exploration Series**

Date: Thursday, May 13  
Speaker: Dr. Al Segars (DNR)  
Location: Conference room, Harbor Island Resort  
Capacity: 15 people  
Time: 6pm to 10pm

Description: Join DNR veterinarian Al Segars and DNR staff in a tagging project involving the fascinating Horseshoe Crab! Join us for an opportunity to learn about the critical role Horseshoe Crabs play in both wildlife populations and human health! Evening will start with classroom lecture on life history, ecosystem importance of horseshoe crabs and then move to beach for tagging effort. 

Bring evening meal, drinks. Be prepared to wade in knee deep water. No sandals, need closed toe shoes for wading. Bring flashlight, bug spray, jacket (cool to cold at night on beach).

Entrance gate at Harbor Island will give directions to conference room.